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Our very rainy days here on the North
Coast are good times for quilting projects –
as long as the power stays on! And it did
long enough for me to make a montage of
our beautiful redwood forests on a pillow.
The panel in the center is a printed block
from Olde America Antiques as part of
their Redwood National Park series – it’s
6” x 9” - $11.98. I just love the way the sun
filters through the trees! The trees at the
top and left are from a new Blank fabric
line – $11.50 per yard (more about this
fabric line below). And the fabric along the
bottom and right is a Bali batik that I have
in stock – $12.50 per yard.
Other quilt blocks in the Redwood National
Park series include a beautiful coastal view
– 6” x 9” – $11.98 and these iconic old
postcards – each 4” x 6” – set of 4 $18.98.

The Blank fabric line I mentioned above is actually all
about trains! It’s called Redwood Express and has this
great panel on the left – 24” x 42” - $8.00.
In addition to the tree fabric on the pillow, there are
these 3 coordinating fabrics - $11.50 per yard.

Some of the signs in the fabric on the left
just crack me up. And the train tracks
below could make a great border or
sashing in any quilt.

I just had to share – for you dog and cat lovers
out there – some new fabric from Elizabeth’s
Studio. Yes, there are now dog and cat selfie
fabrics! OMG! $11.50 per yard.

And this charming panel – 24” x 44” – of cat
portraits - $8.00. (Each cat face is about 5”x 5”.)

Finally, I’ll be at the Pajaro Valley Quilters’
Show at the Santa Cruz County Fairgrounds in
Watsonville, CA, this coming weekend,
February 25th (10 am – 5 pm) and 26th (10 am –
4 pm). I’ll have all of the items I’ve mentioned!

If you are interested in any of the fabrics above – or anything else that I can help
you with – give me a call – 707-937-0431.

Happy Quilting!

Best,
Charlene

